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A is for A'a Lava

A'a is a type of lava, that has a lot 

of rocks that clump together as 

they cool. It may look like just a 

bunch of chunks but don't let it 

fool you!

A'a lava contains the igneous rock 

basalt. As the lava cools it clumps 

together, forming a bunch of 

blocks. When the lava flows, these 

blocks tumble forward and make 

sounds like glass breaking.



B is for Basalt

Basalt is hard,

Dark and neat,

It is not good to eat,

Fall on it hard on your seat,

And you are really roasted meat

Basalt is a dark, 
fine-grained 
volcanic rock 

that is contained in 
A'a Lava and 

Pahoehoe Lava. 
Lava that forms 
basalt is dark in 
color and dense. 
Basalt is black or 
dark grey because 
it has high amounts 
of magnesium and 

iron. Basalt is 
commonly used in 
construction of 

buildings, walkways 
and statues. Thick 

lava containing 
basalt sometimes 

cools to form 
columnar basalt.

Did you know that basalt
is Earth's 

most abundant bedrock?



C is for

Conduit

• Every volcano has 3 parts, a crater,
magma chamber and conduit. The 
magma chamber stores molten rock 
from the Earth's mantle. The 
pressure in the magma chamber 
builds up and eventually the volcano 
is ready to erupt. The conduit is the 
tube that magma flows up so it can 
get to the crater, the hole at the top 
of a volcano, and do just that. 
Conduits can also be called vents.

Magma rises from the Earth's mantle through cracks in the Earth's crust into the volcano's lava chamber. When 
pressure and heat builds up, it rises through the conduit and into the crater to erupt.

Conduit



D is for 
Destruction

• Ashes, lava and rocks can fall over a city 
when a volcano erupts. In the year AD 
79, Pompeii was destroyed when Mount 
Vesuvius erupted and spewed ash all 
over the city. It covered Pompeii entirely. 
There were barely any survivors. It is 
believed that around 13,000 people in 
total died. The eruption of Mount Vesuvius 
even earned itself a word: "Plinian" 
meaning volcanic eruptions like that 
infamous eruption.

Archaeologists found ruins 
of Pompeii, and it 

remains untouched, as if 
frozen in time.



E is for Exploding

• When a volcano explodes you do 
not want to be there. Ash rains down 
on you, lava flows down the rumbling 
mountain, spewing everything and 
anything inside it. Magma and other 
material from Earth's surface rise and 
erupt through cracks and craters. VEI 
stands for Volcanic Explosivity Index. 
It is a measurement for volcano 
explosions. The most a volcano has 
ever gone is a VEI of 8. The scale goes 
up logarithmically, meaning every 
level is 10x more powerful than the 
one before it.

Volcanic Explosivity Index article

https://geology.com/stories/13/volcanic-explosivity-index/


F is for Fire
The lava is burning hot and everything 
it touches bursts into flames. This 
dangerously hot material can cause 
mudslides, wildfires, power outages, 
and water contamination. Destroying 
entire cities in many ways, it can 
still help vegetation grow back.

Did you know 
that Kilauea is the 

hottest volcano ever 
known?(See Cool 

Videos Slide)



G is for Gases

• Volcanic gases are gases given 
off by active volcanoes. These 
include gases trapped in holes in 
volcanic rocks, dissolved gases in 
magma and lava, or gases rising 
directly from lava or indirectly 
through ground water heated by 
volcanic action. Containing carbon 
dioxide, sulfur dioxide, etc. it is 
harmful to health and vegetation. 
These gases can also cause acid 
rain.

Toxic gases coming out 
of a volcano



H is for Hot

Magma inside a volcano can range from 1,500 
degrees to 2,700 degrees Fahrenheit.

• With spewing lava, roaring fire, and ashes everywhere 
being near a volcano is hotter than sitting on a stove. Lava 
can get up to 2100 degrees Fahrenheit! If you 
unfortunately touch it, ...you're kinda doomed. 
Pyroclastic flow(searing hot gas formed from the mantle
combined with hot ash) can race down volcanoes at a 
speed of 100 miles per hour.



I is for Igneous
• An igneous rock is a rock cooled from lava and magma. It is 

usually crystalline or glassy. The other two, sedimentary and 

metamorphic, are formed differently. Sedimentary are formed 

from weathering and rain but metamorphic rocks are formed 

from temperature and pressure inside the Earth's surface.



J is for Junk

• Debris, lava, and ash come out 
of a volcano's spewing 
spout. Explosive eruptions 
coat volcano slopes with deposits 
of volcanic debris that form lahars, 
destructive mudflows on the 
slopes of a volcano, during periods 
of heavy rain. Volcanic bombs and 
blocks are lumps of lava that are 
shot into the air when a volcano 
erupts. They cool and harden as 
they travel through the air.

Volcanic bombs are customarily rounded, while blocks are more angular. Tiny 
bombs shaped like droplets from very runny lava. As they twist through the air, 
some bombs can form a "tail" on the end of them. Some blocks are the size of 

trucks!



K is for Kīpuka

• A kīpuka is an area of land 

surrounded by one or more 

younger lava flows. A kīpuka forms 

when lava flows on either side of a 

hill, ridge, or older lava dome as it 

moves downslope or spreads from 

its source. Kīpukas often appear to 

be like islands within a sea of lava 

flows. They are usually covered in 

soil and vegetation that can 

provide a habitat for animals.



L is for Lava

• Lava is the name for flowing 

red, orange or yellow thick 

molten rock called magma, 

when it is above ground. .Lava 

destroys everything it engulfs. 

Still, it flows down volcanoes 

rather slowly, rarely killing 

people. When lava cools and 

breaks down, it makes fertile soil, 

helping plants grow.



M is for Mantle

• There are three layers of the Earth: the crust, which people, plants, 
and animals live on, the mantle, and the core. The core is extremely 
hot, between 8,000 to 12,000 degrees Fahrenheit! The core takes up 
around 32% of Earth's mass. The top layer, the crust, is the thinnest 
layer, and it is the part that can support life. The mantle is the most 
important layer to a volcano. The uppermost part of the mantle is rock 
that can break and is stiff, but the lower parts are soft, hot rock that 
melts easily into magma. Hot fire seeps into the mantle from the 
core, melting the rock and forming magma. When tectonic plates
crash into one another, one of them sinks into the mantle, forming a 
volcano from the opening in Earth's crust.



N is for Neck

• The neck is a volcanic feature created when magma

hardens within the volcano and creates a plug inside 

which can cause a pressure build-up that can create 

an eruption. After millions of years, the softer outer layer 

of the volcano erodes, and all that remains is the volcanic 

neck.

Neck of a volcano



O is for Oozes

• The volcano oozes out the red, 

hot lava slowly. Lava tubes 

sometimes dumps lava into the 

sea. That creates a huge steam 

cloud as the lava heats up the sea. 

Lava emerges from a crack or 

crater in Earth's surface and comes 

out slowly.



P is for Pahoehoe 
Lava

• Pahoehoe lava is puffy and soft 

looking but make sure not to 

step on it, it's still HOT!! When it 

hardens, it can be smooth or 

ropey. Often, it forms by many 

small breakouts of lava from an 

over-crusted inflating flat, 

strange flow.



Q is for Quick

• Lava is searing hot and 

dangerous, but flows down 

volcanoes rather slowly, rarely 

hurting people. More danger lies 

in hot gas, bombs and blocks, 

and ash. These materials can 

speed down a volcano's slope at 

120 mph. Pyroclastic flow can 

also race down volcanoes at 

speeds of 100 mph.



R is for the Ring of Fire

The Ring of Fire is located 

around the basin of the Pacific 

Ocean. It is where most 

earthquakes and volcanic 

eruptions happen. This huge 

horse shaped line of volcanoes 

formed on the edges Earth's 

tectonic plates is 40,000 km. 

Over 452 volcanoes are in the 

Ring of Fire.



S is for Stratovolcano

A stratovolcano is a cone-shaped 
volcano that is built up by many layers of 
hardened lava, tephra, pumice and ash. 
Most stratovolcanoes have a history that 
is outlined by highly explosive Plinian
eruptions. These dangerous eruptions 
are often associated 
with deadly pyroclastic flows
composed of hot volcanic chunks and 
toxic gases that advance down slopes at 
hurricane-force speeds.

Layers of lava and ash.



T is for Tube

• A lava tube is a natural conduit* formed by 
flowing lava which moves beneath the 
hardened surface of a lava flow. Tubes can 
drain lava from a volcano during an 
eruption, or can be extinct, meaning 
the lava flow has stopped, and the rock has 
cooled and left a long cave. Tubes can be 
anywhere from a few inches deep to 40 or 
50 feet deep - so accidentally breaking 
through a tube can be a life-threatening 
situation. The danger of lava tubes changes 
depending on where in the lava field you 
are.

Lava tubes 
sometimes dump lava 

into the 
ocean. That creates a 

huge steam cloud 
to rise as 

seawater vaporizes.The 
waves 

grind the hardened lava 
into black sand which 

can create black 
sand beaches.

*See Slide C



U is for Underwater 

Volcanoes

• Also called submarine 

volcanoes, they are volcanoes 

that are located underwater. 

They either can explode 

underwater or rise then erupt. 

Most are located near areas of 

tectonic plate formation, 

known as the mid-ocean 

ridges.
Tamu Massif is the 

biggest underwater volcano 
being 2,000 square miles. It 

is made entirely of basalt.



V is for Volcano

• Volcanoes are cracks in a 

planet's surface that allow lava, 

ash, and gases to emerge from a 

magma chamber that contains 

molten rock from Earth's mantle.



W is for White Island

• Also called Whakaari, White 
Island is an active stratovolcano 
positioned 48 km from the east 
coast of an island of New 
Zealand, in the Bay of Plenty. 
The island covers an area of 
approximately 800 acres, which 
is only the peak of a much larger 
submarine volcano.

White Island Article

White Island is HERE

https://www.abc.net.au/news/2019-12-12/new-zealand-white-island-volcano-eruption-how-it-unfolded/11789586


X is for eXamples
• There have been many volcanic eruptions in history, but here are some of the most 
remembered.

• The eruption of Mount Vesuvius in 79 AD. This eruption killed many people living in 
the Roman city of Pompeii by covering them and the entire city in ash.

• Mt. Tambora in 1815. This Indonesian volcano gave the most explosive eruption in 
history with a VEI of 7. Massive pyroclastic flows sped down its sides. A shattering 
blast blew up the mountain. Over 10,000 people were killed, and over 35,000 
homes were destroyed.

• Mt. Etna in 1669. The lava flow from this 4-month eruption in Italy killed more than 
20,000 people and submerged the western part of Catania.

• Mt. Saint Helens in 1980. This volcano had been dormant since 1857 before a 
steam eruption began in March of 1980. Then in May, an earthquake caused a 
landslide on the mountain which was followed by a burst of hot ash and rock 
thrown up to 15 miles from the mountain, killing thousands of people and animals.



Y is for YOU!

• Alaska, Hawaii, California and Oregon have the most active volcanoes, 
but other states have them too. To prepare for a volcanic eruption:

• Know your area's risk for volcanic eruption

• Get necessary supplies in advance in case you must evacuate 
immediately

• See a doctor if you have respiratory problems

• Volcanic eruptions can contaminate water supplies and make it hard to 
breathe while irritating the eyes and throat.

• More on how to stay safe during an eruption

https://www.ready.gov/volcanoes


Z is for Zao

• Mount Zaō is a 

volcano on the border 

between Yamagata 

Prefecture and Miyagi 

Prefecture in Japan. It 

consists of a cluster of 

stratovolcanoes. It is the 

most active volcano 

in northern Honshu.



Cool Videos and 
Articles

Water in Kilauea

Facts about Kilauea

Underwater Volcano

Volcano Underwater

https://www.wired.com/story/kilauea-volcano-water/
https://www.washingtonpost.com/news/capital-weather-gang/wp/2018/05/07/8-fascinating-things-you-never-knew-about-hawaiis-kilauea-volcano/
https://ocean.si.edu/holding-tank/vents-volcanoes/mystery-underwater-volcano
https://www.nytimes.com/2019/12/03/science/axial-volcano-mapping.html


Awesome Pictures



Glossary
Basalt- a dark gray to black dense fine-grained igneous rock

Bedrock- the solid layer of rock in the earth's surface, found beneath soil, sand, or gravel.

Core- the dense central region of a planet, especially the nickel–iron inner part of the earth

Magma- molten material beneath or within the earth's crust, from which igneous rock is formed

Magma Chamber- a reservoir of magma within the earth's crust beneath a volcano.

Mantle- the region of the earth's interior between the crust and the core, believed to consist of hot, dense silicate rocks

Mount Vesuvius - a volcano in southwestern Italy on the Mediterranean coast

Pompeii - an ancient city in western Italy, southeast of Naples

Plinian - Plinian eruptions or Vesuvian eruptions are volcanic eruptions that are like the eruption of Mount Vesuvius

Pyroclastic flow- a fast-moving current of hot gas and volcanic matter (collectively known as tephra) that moves away from a volcano

Tectonic Plates - large plates of rock that make up the foundation of the Earth's crust and the shape of the continents
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